Power Starts Behind the Wall

Performance is in the name, but power is what stands behind it. The EZCarry High Performance Carrier supports up to 500 pounds, while weighing considerably less than comparable models. It propels waste down the carrier line system over three times farther, virtually eliminating clogging.

It doesn’t stop there. The real power lands in the hands of prefab contractors. The EZCarry’s versatile foot design allows for either uni-strut (on the top) or angle iron (on the bottom) to be attached. Its height indicators, self-adhering gasket, and designated left and right feet markings speed up installation. Still, you can’t have performance without assurance. The patent-pending EZ-SET™ coupling allows contractors to test the system and cut the coupling to length from the front.
EZCarry® High Performance Water Closet Carrier System

- Extended vent fully engages standard and heavy-duty no-hub bands
- Identifier for right and left hand fittings
- 500 pound standard load rating with rigid design and 1/2" rear anchor system
- Universal foot accommodates common prefab construction methods
- Hydraulically optimized 3" waterway propels waste to virtually eliminate clogging
- Proven self-adhering gasket speeds up installation
- Segmented breakoff tab for low rough-in toilet applications
- Convenient height indicators reduce installation time

IAPMO® Approved

Engineered waterway optimizes flow, creating best-in-class line carry.

Labor-saving packaging with organized rough-in and finish part packs reduce lost parts. Pre-assembled at 5-1/2" standard rough-in to speed up adjustment time.

Ask your Zurn representative for performance paired solutions or visit zurn.com.
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